
[Boox I.
A portion of a limb: or a complete limb: (1, :,
or a limb by itelf, which is not mixed wit)
another: (TA:) or half of a bone, with th4

h that is upon it: (]4:) or a bone upon whici
there is not much fls, (f, ,) and whirh i
brohen; otherwise it is not thus called: (O) oi
any bone: (AHeyth:) or a limb of a camel
(TA:) or of a human being or other: (I8d
TA:) p]. [of pauc.] ; (TA) and [of mult.]

;~...b. (4, TA.)_eK - 41 , (6, 16,) and

~.gqJ p->', (p,) The bone of the ~1C [here
meaning the upper half of the arm, fronm tih
part newt the middle to the lbow. (El-Umawee,

@, $.) [See also . And ;k. _ sig.
nifies The upper part of that bone.] - Alac

;.b c and V;:& The side of a [or tent]:
(1s) or the part of [each of ] the two nidda
the-eof that descends from the ; [app.
meaning the two outer pole. of the middle row];
every tent having two such, on the right and left:

(TA :) or the lowet UiL' (or oblong piece of cloth]

of a [tent of the kind caUled] e: (A, :)
or the part of that dU which isfolded or creaned

(;j...Js .i) upon the gromund: (I:) or the
lowet 3LZ of a c.. [or tent], that is nezt the
grnd, from where its (the tent's) two side are
folded ( 2 4 . ;.), on thy right
hand, and thy left. (I1k, 6 ) - Also, (QC,) or

| 1;:b [only], (TA,) [but for this limitation
there appears no reason,) A side (15, TA) of
anything; as, [for instanoe,] of a desert: (TA:)

pi. ;1L and J4L [app. in all the senses: see
above]. (I4.) -p..b ;jJ, and ; (TA,)

and ;Lb ' UJ, (IA*r,) and ; 1 i;, (1],)
A cooking-pot, (TA,).and a vessel, (IAar,) and
a bowl, (1,) large, and (composed of svral
pieces] joined together: (IAir, 1:) because of
its greatncu or its oldness: as though, in the
seconsd and following phrass, the term --
applied to every distinct part of it. (TA.) -

See also ,u, below.

| ;>$ tA defeat. You ay, l.4 ; I,

Defeat befell the,n. (MNb.) _.See also S

| ,b (in some oopies of the W v+, but this
is a mistake, TA,) A piece of a broke thing:
($, 1:) or rather a piece broke frm a thing:
(TA:) or a fragment, or brok pce, of a

thing: (M 9b:) pl; i . (g, Mob, 1g.) You

say, # J, ;F. ly?b A broken piece of bread.

(Myb.) See also L

> and ; (;, M9 b, 1g,) the former
of which is the more chaste, accord, to Th and
othes, and it alone is allowed by Aboo-'Amr
Ibn-EI-'AII, (Mqb,) A name (TA) applied to
the king of the Persans, (Mob, ]5, TA,) or a

s utrname of tle kings of the Persians, (E,) like

h I;;Jl,a name of the king of Abyssinia, (TA),

carabicized from J, (S, 1I,) which means
" possessing ample dominion," (1g,) in the Per-

sian language: so they say: but V. is itself
arabicized from 4, which means, in that
language, "goodly in countenance": (TA:)
[but that y is an arabicized word may reason-
ably be doubted:] accord. to IDrst, it is changed
into >5 because there is no word in Arabic
having the first letter with damm and ending
wcitl ,; and the t is changed into ) to shew

that it is Arabicized: (MF:) the pl. is oj,lb
(8, Msb, 1,) contr. to analogy, (;,) and

i ;-1 and a-lS and ; , (1,) [all of
which are also] contr. to analogy: (TA:) by
rule it should be , like X e (S, 0)

and i (S )

;I~: see LSS*

l S3,- and ? Of, or relating to,
l g;£; relns. from L h (?, Msb, 5:)

and L15 alone is the rel. a. from 1S; .
(Msb.) [In the TA, it is said that one should
not say LSS. ; but it seems that what is not

allowable is 5 

;l and ;i [Fragments, or broken piecas
or particles, thatfall from a thing:] wIhat breaks
from a thing: (igh:) or what breaks in piece
from a thing, (1, TA,) and fall: (TA:)

fag, or brohken pieces or particles, Cjd;,
I1k, $, and 8L, S,) of fire-wood. (ISk, $.)

You speak of the 1; of glass, and of a mug,
and of aloes-wood. (A.)

t The turnings, bendings, or windings,

(_j4, 15, TA,) and parts eaten arway by
torrents, (a*q, TA,) and ravines, (1.. , ,
TA,) of valleys, (1g, TA,) and of mountains:
(TA:) a pl. without a sing.: (1:) you do not
say JbIjl ;Ji nor cs3 Jl >g (TA.) 

_I; wie tA land having [placesw of]

ascent and descent. ($, A.) - See also ;

and

" S i.q. V .; , [Broken,] (S, ,) applied
to a thing: (v:) and so the fem., without :

(TA:) pl. iS (p, 1,) like as p is pi.
of S (S,) and 5i: (15:) [and LkaC

is pI. of _;;k]J Abu-l-[asan says, that 8b
mentions the pl. vt%Z because it is of a kind

proper to substa (TA.) _. e ;3U (@,1)

iq. ;,nm [lit., A brokn lshe-camel,] (1,) is like

the phrase f ro ' ., (8, TA,) meaning

pnein _: (TA:) or a se-camel haoing one of

its legs brokein: (Mgh:) and * . 1$ a sheep,
or goat, having one of iU teg broken: j%

* being of the measure j in' the sense of the

measure j: (Mgh, Msb:) and ' also,
[app. as an epithet in which the quality of a
subst. is predominant,] like : (M4b:)

-.. b; occurring in a trad. is explained as sig-
nifying a sheep, or goat, having a broken leg,
that cannot walt; (IAth, · Mgh ;) but this
requires consideration. (Mgh.)

f.~tL [Breaking]; fem. with : pl. mase. and

fer. Hi; and pl. fem. *Ih also. (I..) 
l Foldiny or doubling, and leaning or reclining

f upon, a pillow or cushion. Hence the following,
in a trad. of'Omar, j;; I.A . Jl; .a;.,! j,a
yI~. 1yT I k, meaning, tNot one of them
ceaes to fold or double his pillow or cushion at
the abodle of a woman whose husband is absent its
nwar, and to lean or reeline utpon it, and enter
upon discourse with her. (IAth, TA.) - ? An
eagle, (A, K,) and a hawk or falcon, (A,)
contracting his wings, (A, 1,) or contracting
them somerhat, so that he may descend in his

flight, (TA,) or in order to alight. (A, 1.) _

? 1 The eagle. ($, M, K.)

'q f ;.':S q. v. ($h, g )

,..ŽL,, - t [TiYe broken plural;] the plural
in ,hich tihe compontion of the singular is
changed; ( ;) the change being either apparent,

as in t.j, pl. of Jq.j, or undertood, as in Ah,
which is both sing. and pL, for the dammch in
the sing. in this case is like the dammeh of

,JA, and that in the pl. is like that of .. l. (1bn.
'A.keel: see Dieterici's "Alfi.ijah" &c., pp.
329 and 330.) - Also ;e . t [The area of a

circle: in the circle are three things: X s [or

circumference] and .LJ [or diameter] and
;. i[or area], which [last] is the product
of the multiplication of the half of the ,.J
by the half of the jj.: and it is some-

times called L... You say, ; *Js .4 Lc

6,3!. o~rA t;;;; i, a,4iU [What is the
area of a circle of wrhich the diameter is seven
and its circumference two-and-.~ty?]: and the

answer is j 5 j .;( . [Eight-and-thirty
and a half]. (TA.) [It is scarcely necessary to

add that this is not perfectly exact.]

A place of breakiy, (1, TA,) of any-

thing. (TA.) Yousay, ?kJl Gor. .~& [Wood,
or a pi~ of wood, or a branch, or twig, hard
in the place of breaking,] when you know its
goodness by its breaking: (?, A:) and -L

.. j l* [ Wood, &c., good in the place of

beahing,] i. e. approred. (15.) - Hence, j,
sl.., (A, L) :A man who bears up

g
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